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Bodies in Motion
Blogs & SEO
SEO Optimization &
Content Creation
Bodies in Motion is a client for both our Marketing and Content Creation
services. However, this case study focuses on the content creation portion of
their contract. As a children’s gym in Boise, Idaho, they need to make sure they
are always attracting new customers.
To do so, it is vital that their website is always getting unique visits and multiple
page visits. We determined that the best course of action would be to create
blogs on their site that will both boost their google ranking and keep customers
engaged.

First Page Ranking On Google

6.5k
Unique visits
in a month!

15k
Page views in
30 days!

1st

Page ranking on Google
for top industry key words.

3

Blogs a week for
over 6 months!

Growth through organic SEO is a game that plays a slow and steady tune.
However, we were able to grow both high competition and low competition
keywords to the first page of Google’s search results in just six months! It’s
essential to keep track of changes in Google’s analytics and ranking index
making this type of growth all the harder.

6.5k Page Views Per Months!
A child’s gym needs new customers to sign up and take new classes. That’s
why getting traffic on the website is vital. In the beginning, Bodies in Motion
was only getting 5.2k views each month. With the help of Dr. Rissy’s Writing
& Marketing their website has been able to reach over 6.5K per month
on a consistent and growing basis.

Content Creation Value
Writing three posts a week for six months means having a creative team that
can brainstorm new ideas. Our team learns the industry, researches existing
content, and strives to create content for your page that is at least ten times
better.

“You are the experts.”
– Duncan, Owner of Bodies in Motion
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Take a Look at the Proof!
We can talk the talk, but we believe in showing you we can walk the walk as well.
Take a look at a sampling of our writing style and analytics for each post below.

Statistics

Examples
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